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Lotto Assistant will work with most versions of Windows. More info: 1:v0.3 Version 0.3 of the WINDELOCK product series. The new
version "WINDELOCK as COM Component" allows again to call the application from a Delphi program. 14:v0.3 Development
updates version. The Version 0.3 is a update of the Win32 component. The version fixes a problem on the 14.03.2001 with the
window and mouse coordinates to prevent that a rectangle area is painted on the screen. 1:v0.1-1 Application to lock the system
when the computer is not in use. The program is configured on a local area network (LAN). A user is always able to use the same
computer with WinLock. However, the user is not able to use WinLock. 0.51: Small update to fix a problem with certain languages
in Windows. 0.5: New version to make compatible with changes in the DOS header. New installer. 0.48 Some remaining
compatibility with Windows98 (up to the version 98 SP2) is now complemented. 0.43: Installing of this latest version is now
faster. 0.42: The latest version is now possible to install on any kind of Windows 7 or later. 0.41: Changes in the installation file.
Please read the ReadMe file now. 0.4: Includes a new installer. Windows XP compatible. Please read the ReadMe file now. 0.34-1:
Fixed problem with some documentation packages of MS. 0.3: Fixed a problem for the control names. Fixed a problem which
caused not to work in some versions of Windows 2000. 0.28 New version with keyboard tray icon. 0.27 This new version fixes the
situation when you receive an error when installing the new version. 0.26 New version with new installer. 0.25 Fixing some
problems for Windows XP and later. 0.24 Fixing some problem in old versions of Windows. 0.23 Fixed wrong icon in the Windows
folder. 0.22 New version with new installer
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Lotto Assistant - RSA Edition is a program designed to assist users to combine numbers into a lottery winning combination. It
includes the full databases for both the South African National Lottery and the National Lottery Plus, and will include other 49/6
games and future games in new releases. With Lotto Assistant, you can view statistical information, number frequency
information, hot numbers, cold numbers, number last drawn, due or overdue numbers, expected frequencies etc. Lotto Assistant
also includes a very advanced number generator, which includes features like random numbers or odd/even balance, hot/cold
numbers, a template editor. When generating combinations, each generated combination will be rated out of 5 stars. Lotto
Assistant is ideal for those who wants to create lottery winning combinations using your own system. Key features: ￭ Hot
numbers/cold numbers and frequency tables will help you to create winning combinations ￭ You can preview the number of
combinations ￭ Number generators including random numbers or even/odd balance ￭ Autodraw number, percentage number and
2D matrix ￭ Number generator with advanced features ￭ Template generator (can be imported and exported as a binary file) ￭
Number matrix generator. Generate free lottery numbers ￭ Statistics (Lotto statistics, patterns, hot numbers, cold numbers, etc.)
￭ Number Calculator ￭ Star rating ￭ AutoFill (import lottery files as object) ￭ Audio player (to listen to the number sequence
created) ￭ Two user modes ￭ Hot numbers and cold numbers are automatically reset once the Lotto Assistant window is closed ￭
Hot numbers and cold numbers for next drawing can be saved in the program settings ￭ Lotto Assistant can be run as a
standalone program..EXE files are included, or you can download the files separately. Limitations: ￭ 30 day trial Lotto Assistant
RSA Edition Main Features: Lotto Assistant - RSA Edition includes the full databases for both the South African National Lottery
and the National Lottery Plus, and will include other 49/6 games and future games in new releases. With Lotto Assistant, you can
view statistical information, number frequency information, hot numbers, cold numbers, number last drawn, due or overdue
numbers, expected frequencies etc. Lotto Assistant also includes a very advanced number generator, which includes features
like random numbers 3a67dffeec
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Lotto Assistant allows you to get the information you need, and make the best of it in a way that makes sense to you. Lotto
Assistant is a database design product for use in the South African National Lotteries. Lotto Assistant helps you organise your
results into meaningful categories for easy reference and sharing with other lottery players. Features: - Design and print
statistical charts for your reference - View Lotto result statistics to identify which numbers have the most, and least, wins Generate detailed statistics for each category (winners, losers etc.) - Store additional results for each month in your database Preview the lottery numbers to be drawn in new releases - Generate a report for each month that includes "to-draw" statistics Create and organise your own sets of numbers - Calcualte your net winnings with the results of other players - Set up to 5
frequency preferences for your lottery numbers. Support: If you have any questions or problems with this product, please email
techsupport@unelok.com Limitations: For more information, please visit the following link:
_________________________________________________________________________________ Try to earn money and lots of cash for FREE.
This is a special offer for: Unelok Phone Unelok Mobile Unelok... Please download now!!!! Lotto Assistant Lite Edition!! This
product is being made available for free in the hope that it will help more people bet smarter and make smarter choices when
they go to play the lotto. Simply add your numbers, hit the “to play the Lotto” button and win! For more information, visit: Sign
up for the latest updates here: (We’re not affiliated with the Lotto! We’re just helping some people win) This application is a free
download only. Support: If you have any questions or problems with this product, please email techsupport@unelok.com
________________________________ Unelok Phone Unelok Mobile Unelok... Please download now!!!! Lotto Assistant Lite Edition!!
What's New in the Lotto Assistant RSA Edition?

Lotto Assistant was released in 1997 and was a popular program that could do the following: Lotto Assistant is a self-contained
program which does not require access to a database. Lotto Assistant contains the following Lotto type databases: The National
Lotto The National Lotto Plus The Power Ball The Super 6, which can be bought separately. You can choose which database to
use by the Lotto type you wish to use: You can use just one or all databases to calculate your numbers. You can use one or more
databases for statistics - so that way, you can calculate all the information from one or more databases simultaneously. Lotto
Assistant has a complex engine. When you first open the application, you have the following options available: ￭ select database
￭ select number type (simple or advanced) ￭ show/hide window ￭ show/hide status bar ￭ calculate statistics ￭ hot/cold numbers ￭
search numbers or combined search ￭ set number of draws You can then click the number type on the bottom of the screen to
select the number type, or use the radio buttons. The number type has the following options: This is the normal radio button
option. This is a complex option that can be set to any rule. This is a combination of the above two radio buttons. There are 5
versions of number type: ￭ simple ￭ advanced ￭ five digit ￭ ten digit ￭ fifteen digit You can have the following radio buttons
available: ￭ hot numbers ￭ cold numbers ￭ due numbers ￭ overdue numbers ￭ hot numbers, cold numbers, hot numbers and cold
numbers ￭ hot numbers, cold numbers, due numbers, and overdue numbers You can use any combination of numbers for the
statistics and you can select different data sets for statistics. The data sets available are: ￭ single numbers (1, 2, 3, etc) ￭ first 5
numbers (1 to 5) ￭ first 10 numbers (1 to 10) ￭ first 15 numbers (1 to 15) ￭ first 20 numbers (1 to 20) ￭ first 25 numbers (1 to 25)
￭ first 30 numbers (1 to 30) �
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System Requirements For Lotto Assistant RSA Edition:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon II x2 64-bit dual core or better Memory: 4
GB RAM Hard Disk: 1 GB available space Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9400M with 1024 MB of dedicated graphics memory
Additional Notes: * You must be a member of Humble Bundle, Inc. to be able to download and play the game. Visit
www.humblebundle.com/home to
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